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MESSAGE FROM AMBASSADOR OF 
INDIA TO CHILE

India and Chile have a long history of bilateral relations. 
Chile was the only Latin American nation present at the  
celebration of India’s Independence in 1947. Chile was 
also the first Latin American country to establish a 
bilateral commercial agreement with India in 1956. The 
list of items in the PTA between India and Chile is 
being expanded very substantially. Both countries are 
also embarking upon negotiations for a CEPA.

Bilateral trade has grown substantially to reach record 
levels each way. In 2012 bilateral trade grew by 35% as 
compared to a year earlier, totaling US$ 3.29 billion. Investment has also 
grown, with a number of Indian companies such as Tata Consultancy Services, 
Evalueserve, JSW Steel Limited, Polaris, Oracle Financial Services, Havells 
Sylvania, Tega Industries, Godrej, Suzlon, Ashok Leyland, Wipro, Mahindra and 
others having chosen Chile to establish their 
regional headquarters in Latin America. 

In the last few years, Chile and India have exchanged a number of high powered 
political, trade, and academic delegations. 

I am happy to note that FICCI is bringing out a Special Feature on Chile in the 
Latin America and Caribbean newsletter. I convey my best wishes to FICCI, and 
to the other stakeholders who are helping in fostering our economic and trade 
relations.
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MESSAGE FROM AMBASSADOR OF 
CHILE TO INDIA

India and Chile are surely emerging trade partners. 
Chile which has been a major source of copper to India 
has during the last few years begun with bringing the 
fine delicacy of the Chilean wine, salmon and seafood, 
frozen and fresh fruit to the India palate. India with its 
commendable service sector is helping Chile grow in the 
fields of Information Technology and IT services for the 
financial sector. India and Chile do share a strong
 collaboration in the pharmaceutical and automotive industry.

Our current Partial Trade Agreement with India is on the verge of expansion 
which will provide an enormous boost to the trade between both the countries. 

India-Chile Preferential Trade Agreement (PTA)
Four rounds of negotiations have already taken place between India and Chile 
on the expansion of Preferential Trade Agreement.  Both sides expressed 
satisfaction over the progress made so far on the process of the expansion 
of the PTA and viewed with optimism the prospects and need for completing 
the PTA expansion quickly and working towards enhancing the partnership 
through a more comprehensive agreement. 
Read More>>
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http://www.embajadaindia.cl/page/display/93/12


Economic growth in Chile will be stronger in coming 
months compared with March’s pale expansion
Economic growth in Chile, the world’s No. 1 copper 
producer, will be stronger in coming months compared with 
March’s pale expansion, Finance Minister Mr Felipe Larrain
Read More>>

Fitch Affirms Chile’s BCI’s IDR at ‘A-’ on Announced 
Acquisition of City National Bank
Fitch Ratings has affirmed Chile’s Banco de Credito e 
Inversiones’s (BCI) viability rating (VR) and foreign and local 
currency long-term Issuer Default Ratings (IDR) at ‘a-’ and 
‘A-’ with a Stable Outlook, respectively. 
Read More>>

Chile court rules for Indians against Barrick Gold
Chilean appeals court ruled against the world’s largest gold 
mining company on Monday, favoring Chilean Indians who 
accuse Barrick Gold Corp. of contaminating their water 
downstream and creating more doubts about the future of 
the world’s highest gold mine. 
Read More>>

Piñera opens joint-largest wind-farm in the north of 
Chile
President Mr Sebastian Piñera inaugurated Chile’s joint-
largest wind farm at an official ceremony. The 90MW 
Talinay East facility is owned by Italy’s Enel Green Power 
and features 45 Vestas V100 2MW turbines in the country’s 
central Coquimbo region, 400 kilometres north of Santiago. 
Read More>>

World’s largest space observatory opens in Chile
What is thought to be the world’s largest ground-
based observatory opened in northern Chile, wielding 
unprecedented power to peer into the remotest regions of 
the universe. 
Read More>>

Chile: intelligent greenhouse focuses on efficient 
agriculture
With a focus on intelligent technology, Chile’s Blue Power 
Projects is working to capture water resources and clean 
energy to optimize the production of various crops. 
Read More>>

Chilean businesses set for 600MW renewable energy 
boost
Chilean businesses seeking to curb their carbon emissions 
should be able to tap into 600MW of new green energy 
projects over the coming years, thanks to a new $1.4bn 
joint venture between Mainstream Renewable Power and 
investor Actis. 
Read More>>

AVS Chile Meets Challenges Posed by R&D in Chilean 
Aquaculture
AVS Chile is an applied research company made up of Chilean 
and Norwegian scientists who have been working jointly with 
companies, universities and research centers since 2007 to meet 
the challenges posed by R&D in Chilean aquaculture. Mother 
companies in Norway are SINTEF and VESO. 
Read More>>

First Solar Seeks Licenses for $370 Million Chile Energy 
Project
First Solar Inc. (FSLR), the largest U.S. solar-panel manufacturer 
by shipments, plans to build a $370 million photovoltaic power 
plant in the Atacama Desert in northern Chile. 
Read More>>

Chile Announces Successful Fracking For Tight Gas
Chile’s government oil and gas company, ENAP, confirmed a 
successful experiment with hydraulic fracturing to extract non 
conventional tight gas at the Arenal Block in Tierra del Fuego, 
where the company operates with no partners. 
Read More>>

Chile in line for First Solar and SunEdison PV projects
The expansion of the solar power industry in Chile continues 
with two new large-scale projects planned by First Solar and 
SunEdison. Chile’s Environmental Evaluation Service (SEA), the 
environmental regulatory body in charge of project licensing, 
announced that US thin-film solar firm First Solar has approached 
the government regulator with plans for a US$370 million.
Read More>>

Chile’s first electric car to hit the city streets this year
The futuristic Lüfke car, both compact and environmentally 
friendly, aims to take over Chile’s urban streets this October. 
Looking like something out of a science fiction flick, the Lüfke is 
hoping to be the hottest ride on Chile’s city streets by the end 
of the year. It would also be the country’s greenest ride — the 
one-man electric car produces very little air or noise pollution.
Read More>>
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                        Watch out for 1st Anniversary Special Edition November 2013

TATA Business Support Services Limited

TBSS is a rapidly growing Customer Experience Management 
company from the trusted over-140 years old TATA brand. 
Providing industry leading employee experience to its 11,000 
associates working from 14 locations in India is a key driver for 
providing transformative customer experience. TBSS is also 
progressively increasing Affirmative Action community in its 
workforce to create an inclusive society.
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